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Abstract: To meet climate change goals, the decarbonisation of the UK electricity supply is crucial.
Increased geographic diversity and resource use could help provide grid and market stability and
reduce CO2 intensive balancing actions. The main purpose of this research is to investigate the impact
of geographic diversity and Scottish island renewable energy on the UK network. This has been
done by using the energy market modelling software PLEXOS with results validated using data for
2017/18. The model considers spatial diversification and forecasting errors by modelling day-ahead
and intra-day markets with nodes for each distribution network operator region and island group. It
was concluded that Scottish island renewable capacity could have a stabilising effect on the variability
of renewables in terms of electricity generated, prices and forecasting errors, from the timescale of
the entire year down to hours. The ability of geographically diverse generators to receive a higher
price for electricity generated was shown to decrease with increased island capacity. Instances of
negative prices were reduced with supply diversity (wind and marine) but not geographic diversity.
Day ahead errors showed most clearly the impact of diversity of supply, particularly given the
predictability of tidal stream generation.

Keywords: energy supply diversity; geographic diversity; interconnections; islands; marine energy;
renewable energy; power system stability; wind energy

1. Introduction

The UK has recently upgraded climate change goals to net zero emissions by 2050,
which in Scotland have been brought forward to 2045 [1]. This will require significant
investment in renewable generation capacity to replace dependence on fossil fuels. The
feasibility of a 100% renewable energy system has been demonstrated in a number of stud-
ies [2–4], but one of the key challenges remains maximizing the utilisation of intermittent
renewable generation. The electricity sector will need to cope with a high penetration of
variable renewable energy whilst maintaining demand–supply balance. Undesirable out-
comes of this include reliance on dispatchable fossil fuel generation for balancing actions
(increasing costs and emissions) and increased instability of electricity prices, indicating
a need for additional investment in remedial actions such as storage, balancing services
or demand side management [5]. Research has focused on solutions to this, identifying
optimal deployment of sectoral coupling, storage, renewable energy technology mixes and
interconnections as key [6]. Net zero emissions energy networks will need to be much more
dispersed and technologically diverse to meet growing demand using renewable resources.

Wind energy has been a pillar of these outlooks as one of the most proliferative
generation technologies in recent years, accounting for 68% of the 70.6 TWh growth in
renewable generation in the UK from 2000 to 2018 [7]. In these feasibility studies, though,
there is recognition that a wider range of technologies will be needed. Although the
technology is immature, marine energy from waves and tidal currents could play an
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important role. Tidal generation is entirely predictable and wave is more so than wind, and
therefore could be a valuable and complementary feature with other forms of energy in an
increasingly non-dispatchable electricity network [8–10]. More detailed understanding of
the interactions of technology and interconnections would help to inform where investment
would be best placed to reduce the emissions of electricity generation.

1.1. Impacts of Diversity

To minimise the downsides of intermittency, geographic diversity of supply and diver-
sity of the type of generation can play a vital role. Distance between generators decreases
the correlation in intermittent supply, leading to a more consistent supply with reduced
errors in forecasting [11]. For wind, the correlation tends to less than 0.1 at distances greater
than 1000 km, equivalent to the length of the mainland UK. This has economic benefits, as
more uniquely placed generators can sell electricity at higher prices when generation is
low for more closely grouped ones. More geographically diverse generators contribute less
to the “self-cannibalisation” effect, whereby electricity prices fall and/or fluctuate greatly
during times of peak generation, such as during high winds [12]. This can even lead to
periods of negative pricing, as generators will sell electricity at marginal cost minus the
strike price in order to avoid costs for not generating [5]. This volatility was experienced in
the UK for the first time in May 2019 and will likely only increase with greater renewable
capacity. Similar benefits result from diversity of supply type, with the complementarity
of renewable resources being highlighted as key to maximising the benefits from each
resource [13]. Particularly for marine energy, the benefits of enhanced predictability may
be currently undervalued [14].

Throughout the literature, transmission constraints have been identified as critical
to maximising the potential benefits of renewable energy diversity of supply. Improved
transmission capacity between countries allows for greater utilisation of renewable en-
ergy [15]. In the form of interconnection of islands, it has been recognised that to facilitate
the benefits of renewable energy, interconnections are essential [16]. Overall, geographic
and supply type diversity could have benefits for both the grid and increasingly volatile
energy markets by improving the consistency of intermittent renewable generation and
reducing the need for CO2 intensive balancing services. Predictable renewable energy from
tidal currents could be particularly undervalued in this respect [14]. In the UK, the recent
reinstating of contract for difference (CfD: the financial support mechanism for renewables
in the UK) eligibility for onshore wind (revoked in 2015), with a separate category for
“remote island wind” [17], shows that the importance of diversity has been reassessed.

1.2. The Scottish Islands’ Renewable Energy Potential

The Scottish Islands have long been recognised as possessing a significant renewable
energy resource, with estimated technically extractable resources of 2.8 GW of wind,
5.6 GW for wave and 4.5 GW for tidal [18]. Given the improved diversity of supply, this
could minimise the downsides to the system whilst maximising renewable deployment.
Particularly for wind, the favourable geography of the islands can allow onshore wind
generators to achieve capacity factors of more than 50% [18], which would usually be
exceptional for an offshore generator. Analysis has also shown that Scottish island wind
capacity could receive up to a 4% higher price than on- or off-shore Scottish wind [18].
Recognition of this significant resource has led to the deployment of wind capacity up
to the limits of local infrastructure. Active network management systems are used in the
main island groups to manage network constraints by curtailing excess electricity [1,19,20].
In spite of this, Orkney has been a net exporter of electricity every month since 2015 [19].
Wind and marine energy will be the focus of this research as they have the highest potential
resource. The economically feasible hydropower capacity for all the islands has been
estimated at just 25 MW [21]. The islands, at the northern extremes of the UK, have some
of the lowest average irradiances in the country. Whilst solar PV might contribute at a
local level, transmission-scale projects will never be as economically viable as elsewhere in
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the UK: therefore, it is not considered further in this assessment of impacts on the whole
electricity network.

Interconnections scaled for electricity export for Shetland (600 MW) [1], Orkney
(220 MW) [19] and the Western Isles (450–600 MW) [20] have been planned for several years,
but the regulator Ofgem was caught in a cause-and-effect dilemma. It would not support
island interconnections without CfDs being awarded to prospective generation, which, due
to the distance from existing infrastructure, was hamstrung by high transmission network
use of system costs. The process had largely stagnated until recently, with the Shetland
connection being approved by Ofgem [1]. At the end of 2019, the 220 MW link with Orkney
was also conditionally approved provided that 135 MW of CfD capacity is approved [19].

Development of transmission scale renewable energy capacity and transmission on
the Scottish islands presents a case study of two of the main aspects identified as crucial in
shifting towards a 100% renewable energy system: diversity of technology and geographic
diversity of supply through interconnections [6]. Analysis of Scottish island renewable
integration would facilitate improved understanding of the impacts of these two aspects
on the UK network and whether increased transmission and generation costs could be
offset by other benefits. To do so, a whole electricity network model has been developed to
compare scenarios of Scottish island renewable capacity, whilst capturing the constraints
of intermittency and transmission which were identified as crucial [15]. This will be used
to assess the potential contribution of Scottish island renewables to decarbonisation of the
UK electricity system and expand the literature on what role technology and geographic
diversity have in meeting net zero targets.

2. Methodology

To assess the impacts of Scottish island renewable diversity on the UK electricity
network, a power systems model has been developed. This requires a model with sufficient
spatial and temporal resolution to capture the potential benefits relating to intermittency.
A scenarios-based assessment will be carried out to isolate the benefits of additional
renewable capacity, geographic diversity and diversity of supply.

2.1. Electricity Market Model Outline

PLEXOS (version 8.200, Energy Exemplar) is an energy market simulation software,
widely used in industry and available under a free academic license [22]. It has been used
to model electricity markets with high shares of renewables [23,24] and island intercon-
nections [16]. It consists of a graphical user interface for inputting data and setting up the
parameters to optimise. The main strength of PLEXOS is optimising electricity dispatch
with consideration of transmission constraints, which was identified in literature as essen-
tial to understanding geographic diversity. For this research, the basic configuration of the
software consists of nodes of demand and generators connected by transmission lines.

Given varying techno-economic parameters and constraints (such as generator avail-
ability, transmission capacities, stochastic variability, variable costs, start costs, maintenance
rates, etc.), PLEXOS will minimise the objective function of the overall system cost. The
academic license uses the open-source GNU Linear Programming Kit solver, with this
work using mixed integer linear programming methods.

2.2. Setting Up the Baseline Model

To provide the spatial resolution required to capture impacts of geographic diversity,
23 nodes (Figure 1) were used to represent the UK and Scottish islands: one node for
each distribution network operator (DNO) region, each main group of Scottish islands
and 3 areas of grid constraints identified in North Scotland [25]. A variety of techno-
economic demand, transmission and generation data were collected from government
and industry sources, as discussed in the following sections. This was either in tabulated
form or collected and processed using application programming interfaces (APIs) with
Python (version 3.8) and the package Pandas (version 1.2.3). The baseline scenario has
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been modelled with an hourly timestep using data for the year April 2017 to April 2018
as this was the best resolution and most recent year demand data were available from all
the DNOs.
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2.2.1. Demand

DNOs were contacted privately to obtain historic demand data which were made
available under a non-disclosure agreement. Northern Power Grid (NPG), Electricity North-
west (ENW), Scottish Power Energy Network (SPEN), UK Power Networks (UKPN) and
Western Power Distribution (WPD) provided data for most of the UK. Data for Northern
Scotland (including the islands) and Southern England were approximated by combin-
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ing typical daily and yearly profiles with known maximum and minimum MW demand
levels from Scottish & Southern Electricity Networks’ (SSEN) Long Term Development
Schedule [26]. This local transformer demand does not account for transmission line losses.
Using Department of Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) annual generation
data [7], the nodal demand was then scaled to match the overall generation and include
transmission losses.

2.2.2. Generator Characteristics

Number of generators and capacities were taken from BEIS [7] for traditional gen-
erators and the Renewable Energy Planning Database [27] for renewables and storage.
Technology types, installed capacity and number units are given in Tables 1 and 2. Using
geographic data, the 2570 generators were sorted into nodal capacities for each technology
type; 600 MW in 48 units of battery storage was included in addition to 4 units of pumped
hydro, totalling 2830 MW [27].

Table 1. Thermal generation techno-economic characteristics used in the model, with the source
given in the first column unless otherwise noted in each cell. Heat rates and start costs are given in
bands of cold/warm/hot.

Units CCGT Coal OCGT Nuclear Biomass

Installed Capacity a GW 29.02 10.86 2.24 9.31 10.20

Number of Units a - 36 6 34 8 556

Min. Stable Factor b % 20 30 15 45 c 50

Heat Rate b GJ/MWh 6.5/7.5/8.2 8.3/9.3/10.8 11.7 11 13.8

VO&M Cost d £/MWh 3 3.8 3 5 8

Max Ramp Up b % 5 3 100 5 5

Min. Downtime b h 2 4 2 12 4

Start Costs e £/MW 23/33/48 29/42/75 11/14/20 33/39/64 33/39/64

Maintenance Rate c % 5 8 3 Varied f 2

Forced Outage Rate c % 5 8 2 2 g 2

Mean Time to Repair c h 64 64 64 54 g 64

Emissions [28] Kg/MWh 499 888 616 - -

Fuel Price £/GJ Daily h Quarterly
i Daily h 1.2 d Annual j

a [7]; b [29]; c [28]; d [30]; e [31]; f [32]; g [32]; h [33]; i [34]; j [35].

Table 2. Renewable generation techno-economic characteristics used in the model, with the source
given in the first column unless otherwise noted in each cell.

Units Onshore
Wind

Offshore
Wind

Solar
PV Hydro Wave Tidal

Stream

Installed Capacity a GW 11.83 9.56 7.88 1.47 0 0.01

Number of Units a - 641 52 1110 126 0 2

VO&M Cost b £/MWh 5 4 - 6 24 7

Maintenance Rate c % 3 3 1 3 7.5 d 7.5 d

Forced Outage Rate c % 2 2 1 3 7.5 d 7.5 d

Mean Time to Repair c h 72 72 48 90 72 d 72 d

a [27]; b [30]; c [36]; d [37].

To model the techno-economic characteristics of each generation type, parameters
shown in Tables 1 and 2 were included. For thermal generation, this was provided in three
“bands” of cold, warm and hot to reflect variability given the start state of the generator.
Inclusion of this was important to reflect higher start-up costs, which have significant
implications for the merit order of dispatch [38]. Costs of CO2 emissions were taken from
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the BEIS [39]. Battery costs and operational characteristics were taken from the International
Renewable Energy Agency [40]. A simplified rating factor was 60% for hydro in the winter
(October to March) and 40% for hydro in the summer (April to September) [27].

Data collection was a challenging aspect of this study, apparent in the wide variety of
sources required to develop the model (given in Tables 1 and 2). It was attempted as far as
reasonably possible to find data specific to the UK and as close to the modelled year of 2017.
Whilst this still may lead to discrepancies between data sources (such as differing ages of
studies, methodologies, geographic specificity or technological relevance), the validation
of the model with actual generation and price data will support its applicability.

To get nodal power factors for wind and solar, Python and data from the Renewable
Energy Planning Database were used to look up capacity factors using an API to extract
data from the NASAs MERRA-2 wind model [41] and the EUMETSTAT SARAH solar
model [42]. Co-ordinates, hub height and turbine size (sorted into bands of 1 MW, allowing
more relevant power curves to be included) for each of the 690 wind and 1115 solar
generators were inputted via the API, which returned an hourly capacity factor. Adjusting
for the capacity of each generator, these were combined to give an hourly, power-averaged
capacity factor for each node of the model. Results were scaled by a factor to match total
generation volumes and maximum outputs published by BEIS [7], as for other analysis
using the API [41]. This discrepancy could be due to the use of idealised power curves,
which has been identified as a factor leading to discrepancies between predicted and actual
power output [11]. Assuming the discrepancy applies uniformly, this model will still
capture the temporal and spatial variability in the UKs renewable generation.

Tidal current data for a site off Orkney were provided by the European Marine Energy
Centre (EMEC) through an academic non-disclosure agreement. Given the Scottish islands
have a similarly semi-diurnal tidal pattern [43], these data were adapted for each location
by adjusting the peak velocities and altering the timings of high/low tides (i.e., periods of
zero tidal velocity). Tidal stream velocities were then converted into a capacity factor using
a power curve [44]. Hourly wave profiles were similarly estimated using wave data from
EMEC which were converted to a capacity factor using the power curves of three devices,
given the lack of convergence yet on a type of single device [45].

The range of currently active renewable subsidies were included: CfDs, feed-in-tariffs
and renewable obligation certificates [46]. To simplify the model, these were approximated
as a capacity-averaged single payment band (£/MWh) for each technology type (biomass,
wind, solar, wave and tidal). Short-term operating reserve requirements and applicable
generators were included using data published by National Grid [47]. This gave capacity
requirements of 2330–2530 MW depending on the season, with a minimum delivery of 25
MW for a minimum of 2 h, provided within a maximum time of 4 h.

2.2.3. Transmission Constraints

Limits of transmission capacity were included to connect nodes (Figure 1). Local DNO
managed distribution networks are connected by the transmission network, capacity data
for which was sourced from the National Grid [25]. As a major aspect of this study is
to investigate the spatial impact of renewable energy, regional transmission network use
of system charges were included following the National Grid methodology and applied
to larger generation connected to the transmission network [48]. Distribution network
charges were included for other generators following methodologies published by each
DNO [49–54]. Locational pricing was also included in balancing system use of system
charges. This is calculated using a transmission loss multiplier, which biases towards higher
payments by generation in areas of low demand and vice versa [55]. This is particularly
important as the North of Scotland is the most disadvantaged by this methodology- by up
to 3% compared to other areas.

Interconnections with other European countries have not been included in this model.
Literature on European interconnections shows that increased connection allows prices
to converge and curtailment of renewables to decrease [15]: given the goal of comparing
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scenarios of similar renewable capacity, the impact of interconnections on prices is assumed
to be similar across scenarios.

2.2.4. Day-Ahead Model

Capturing the stochastic variability in demand and renewable energy (largely caused
by weather fluctuations) is vital to modelling the impacts of geographic diversity of sup-
ply. To do so, PLEXOS runs a day-ahead model interleaved with an intra-day model.
Day-ahead generation is committed to meet forecasted demand, which is then passed
onto the intra-day model, including stochastic variability in forecasts of wind, solar and
demand. Thermal generation is committed to the day-ahead dispatch, whilst wind, solar
and demand are altered according to the forecasted errors. Due to the discrepancy between
day-ahead dispatch and the intra-day renewable generation, dispatchable (thermal) capac-
ity is required to ramp up or down to match demand. The intra-day model then passes
end conditions to be used as initial conditions for the next period of the day-ahead model.

To calibrate forecast errors, the difference between hourly day-ahead and actual
recorded wind, solar and demand data was collected using the Balancing Mechanism
Reporting Service API [56]. Using Python, the data were fitted to an auto-regressive
integrated moving average (ARIMA) time series model, used in simulating wind speed
variability [57]. Along with the standard deviation, the ARIMA parameters were used
in PLEXOS to generate a stochastic series around the values for wind capacity factors,
solar capacity factors and demand profiles. This was calibrated so that the total matched
national average daily forecasting error data published by National Grid [58]. Wind [11],
solar [59] and demand [60] modelled forecasts for each node were correlated according
to the distance between nodes, to account for the effects of geographic diversity. This
simplifies the weather-related correlations between demand, wind and solar forecasting
errors, but research is limited on these relationships. Correlating the errors in proportion to
the distance is the most important aspect in understanding the benefits of Scottish island
wind, as forecasting errors will be less correlated than to generation in nearby areas.

2.3. Scenarios

To assess the impact of Scottish island renewable energy, scenarios of installed renew-
able capacity have been compared. The baseline scenario of the model was calibrated to
the year of 2017/18 using historic generation volumes and electricity prices. Two further
scenarios of capacity have been modelled:

• Planned Interconnections (PI): representative onshore wind capacity and intercon-
nections currently in development between generation providers, network operators
and Ofgem (planned to come online starting 2025). This scenario will consider the
impacts of increased geographic diversity of supply.

• Improved Interconnections (II): representative of the maximum technically extractable
resource for onshore wind, wave and tidal current. This scenario will consider the
impacts of both geographic and supply diversity.

The capacities for each scenario are given in Table 3 and mapped in Figure 2. To
compare these, less geographically diverse scenarios of identical offshore wind capacity
has also been modelled (i.e., located in areas being developed closer to existing projects)—
BAU_PI and BAU_II. This is representative of government support for offshore wind,
which until a recent U-turn, excluded onshore wind from CfD auctions [17] and will
allow the impacts of geographic diversity to be isolated from the impacts of additional
renewable capacity. For the BAU_II and BAU_PI cases, offshore wind capacity was located
approximately as for the 3600 MW Doggerbank farm, set to be completed by 2025 [46]—
shown as light blue in Figure 2. Analysis of the difference from the baseline and between
scenarios allows consideration of the impacts of geographic and supply diversity (i.e.,
marine in addition to wind) separately. Differences between the PI and BAU_PI scenarios
will indicate the impacts of geographic diversity, differences between the II and BAU_II
scenarios will indicate the impacts of supply diversity.
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Table 3. Capacity installed (MW) additional to the BAU scenario.

Abbreviation Wind
Onshore [61]

Tidal Current
[18,43]

Wave
[18,43]

Wind
Offshore Total

BAU - - - - -

PI 2290 0 0 0 2290

BAU_PI 0 0 0 2290 2290

BAU_II 2900 2155 1900 0 6955

II 0 0 0 6955 6955
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3. Results
3.1. Baseline Scenario Validation

The baseline scenario of the model was simulated in PLEXOS using data from 2017/18.
This allows total annual generation for each generator type (Figure 3) to be compared with
annual statistics published by BEIS [7]. This shows that the model captures the spread of
electricity generated by source.
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3.1.1. Wind Capacity Factor Model

The wind capacity factor model can be validated against hourly generation data
published by Elexon [56], who manage electricity market balancing in the UK (Figure 4).
This shows that the model captures the general variability but overestimates the peaks
of generation with a root mean square error of 0.85 GW. As for other analyses using the
Renewables Ninja API service [41], the modelled total generation has been scaled to match
annual generation volumes published by BEIS [7]. Differences in peak generation are likely
due to differences in the reporting mechanisms between Elexon and BEIS.
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Figure 4. Comparison of a representative month of Elexon [56] and modelled wind generation, showing that the model
captures the temporal variability but not the actual amount due to differing data collection methodologies between Elexon
and BEIS.

Correlation of wind generation by distance between each node (21 onshore and
10 offshore wind) can be compared to actual data (Figure 5): the plotted trendline shows
the correlation from analysis of 2080 actual wind sites across the UK [11]. The correlation
is shown for wind farms aggregated by node and not for individual sites—as for the
trendline. This has the effect of smoothing over any variability in weather patterns at a
lower resolution for individual sites, so correlation is exaggerated between closer nodes.
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Figure 5. Pearson’s correlation coefficient between nodes, with trend line adapted from [11] (p. 118). Correlation at closer
distances is exaggerated due to nodes being the summation of multiple generators.

3.1.2. Electricity Price Validation

The modelled average daily electricity prices were compared to actual values (Figure 6).
The model captures the daily variation of electricity prices: with increasing demand, gen-
erators will move further up the merit order and so the marginal cost will increase. The
model does not capture the entire price—shown by the consistent difference. This is due
to long-run marginal costs (e.g., generator fixed costs, insurance, financial costs, etc.) not
being included via generator uplift, as it resulted in exponentially longer simulation times.
When the average difference between the PLEXOS price generated from short run marginal
costs and actual costs [56] is added to the PLEXOS results, it can be seen that the model
follows actual prices with a mean absolute error (MAE) of 3.5%.
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Figure 7. Monthly average electricity prices. The costs of generation do not include an uplift for long run marginal costs, so
this is shown as the solid green line.

3.2. Scenario Results

For each scenario, the main impact of interconnections and additional capacity is
increased renewable generation which directly displaces CCGT (Figure 8). The change in
coal generation is minimal- indicating that the improved geographic diversity and diversity
of supply have lesser impact on times when the coal is the marginal generation (i.e., when
renewable generation is low). The island onshore wind scenario (PI) can be seen to
generate more energy than the equivalent offshore wind capacity (BAU_PI), demonstrating
the improved capacity factors of island wind. The scenario including marine energy (II)
does not demonstrate the same, as wave and tidal energy have lower capacity factors.
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Figure 8. Difference of generation from the baseline BAU scenario. Biomass, nuclear, solar PV and hydro have been grouped
in “Other” as they did not vary significantly between scenarios; wave and tidal have been grouped as “Marine”.

Pumped hydro generation is an indicator of variability in day-ahead forecasting errors,
as it can respond the fastest to fluctuations. The PI and II scenarios (Figure 8) have reduced
pumped hydro generation by 18.9% and 15.3% from the BAU_PI and BAU_II, respectively—
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indicating that the geographic diversity of supply reduces variability and reduces the need
for balancing actions.

The renewable energy generated from onshore wind, offshore wind, wave and tidal
stream can be compared by scenario (Table 4). This shows that for both island capacity
scenarios, the increased geographic diversity results in less variance in supply relative
to equivalent offshore wind capacity. As a percentage of the installed scenario capacity,
the standard deviation is 7.2% (2.3 GW total) and 12.2% (7 GW total) lower for the PI and
II scenarios, respectively. At the scale of days, the mean daily standard deviation is also
lower—by 9% for PI and 62% for the II scenarios. At the scale of hours, the mean absolute
hourly change is also lower for the island scenarios. This shows that from the time scale
of hours all the way up to across the year, consistency of supply can be improved with
geographic diversity but to a greater extent through diversity of generation.

Table 4. Description of the generation from onshore wind, offshore wind, wave and tidal by scenario,
showing the reduction in variability in all cases for the island capacity scenarios PI and II relative to
their offshore wind counterparts BAU_PI and BAU_II.

(GW) Baseline PI BAU_PI II BAU_II

Mean Hourly Generation 6.45 7.32 7.26 8.64 8.82

Hourly Standard Deviation 3.86 4.12 4.33 4.39 5.25

Mean Daily S.D. 1.51 1.58 1.71 1.70 2.63

Mean Abs. Hourly Change 0.34 0.36 0.40 0.49 0.54

Minimum 0.19 0.37 0.21 0.84 0.25

Maximum 16.87 18.45 18.77 20.86 22.50

The total energy generated is greater for the PI island scenario—representative of the
impressive capacity factors for island wind. For the II scenario, though, it is less due to the
lower capacity factors of wave (23%) and tidal energy (28%) compared to offshore wind
(35%). The minimum generation values are also greater for each island capacity scenario;
the majority of this comes from the diversity of generator type (i.e., with wave and tidal in
II)—590 MW—than diversity of supply at 160 MW in the PI case. This indicates that for
2017/18 renewable capacity factors (noting that wind capacity factors have been shown
to vary by up to 40% interannually [62]), the island scenarios would allow for reduced
dispatchable generation equivalent to 5–8% of the additional installed renewable capacity.

The load duration curve for additional renewable capacity for each scenario (Figure 9)
shows the flatter the line, the more consistent the electricity generated is. The II scenario
provides greater energy from 50–100% of the time—approximately 800 MW (11% of sce-
nario capacity) more during the lowest 20% of generation periods on the right of the graph.
However, both BAU_PI and BAU_II scenarios can be seen to generate more electricity for
at least 50% of the time towards the left of the graph. This is likely due to the weather
patterns causing high generation, making peak generation more concentrated than spread
out over the entire UK.

Fossil fuel generation also shows improved consistency from diversity of type and
location (Table 5). The difference between the mean generation of the II and PI scenarios
are 180 MW and 70 MW, respectively, in the II and PI scenarios. Compared to the baseline
scenarios, the standard deviation changes much less compared to the renewable generation,
indicating that renewable capacity could be increased without significantly increasing
volatility of the required balancing fossil fuel dispatch. Overall, diversity does improve
variance of supply by 5–12%. Mean daily standard deviation is reduced for the II scenario,
even relative to the BAU case, but increased between the PI and BAU_PI scenarios, though
the difference is slight, 0.3%. Lastly, the mean absolute hourly change actually decreases
for each scenario, for II by 1.5% and for PI by 2.0%—significantly, given that the total fossil
electricity generation is 3.4 times greater than the renewable total.
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Figure 9. Load duration curve for renewable energy generated by scenario island or offshore wind capacity. A flatter,
horizontal curve indicates more consistent generation.

Table 5. Description of generation (GW) from fossil fuel sources (CCGT, coal and OCGT), showing
how reduced variability of renewable corresponds to an equivalent but less pronounced reduction in
variability for dispatchable generation.

Baseline PI BAU_PI II BAU_II

Mean Hourly Generation 18.64 17.77 17.84 16.48 16.30

Hourly Standard Deviation 8.15 8.19 8.33 8.16 8.59

Mean Daily S.D. 6.08 6.10 6.09 6.06 6.09

Mean Abs. Hourly Change 1.835 1.799 1.833 1.807 1.811

3.2.1. Electricity Prices

The BAU_II scenario (Table 6) produces the cheapest average electricity price, but the
II scenario produces the least variance. This is due to the BAU_II scenario producing a
larger volume of cheaper renewable energy given the higher capacity factors of offshore
wind (averaging 34%) relative to marine energy (23% for wave and 28% for tidal). The
variable costs of generation assumed for the model are also greater for wave and tidal—
which represent a best-case scenario in the future, as the technology is still extremely
immature. Given this immaturity and the still falling costs of offshore wind (which at
the most recent CfD auctions won the same strike price of £39.65/MWh as onshore wind
planned for the islands [46]), offshore wind would have a greater impact on bringing down
electricity prices. However, the variance is lowest for the II, indicating the importance of
supply diversity—particularly from predictable tidal stream.
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Table 6. Description of the electricity prices (£/MWh) of each scenario, showing that island renewable
capacity would not reduce average prices as much as offshore wind, but would have a stabilizing
effect on the volatility of prices.

Mean Difference from Baseline Standard Deviation

Baseline 40.13 - 33.48

PI 39.28 −2.1% 9.34

BAU_PI 39.04 −2.7% 10.14

II 38.41 −4.3% 8.80

BAU_II 37.56 −6.4% 10.96

Figure 10 shows how geographic diversity allows renewable generators to receive a
higher price when there is less renewable capacity. It shows that island generation could
receive a higher price—by up to 4.2% for the BAU_II scenario—which corroborates with
another study of Scottish island generation [18]. This benefit is greatly reduced, though, as
island capacity increases. For the II and PI scenarios, the average price is only 1.0% higher
than the mainland. For marine energy, the diversity of supply allows these generators to
receive 5.6–6.5% higher prices even with the increased capacity of the II and PI scenarios.
Whilst this is a notable increase, it does not offset the much higher levelized costs of
electricity, estimated to be 4–6 times greater for projects starting in 2025 [30].
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Figure 10. Average price received by generator by island and mainland locations. Island wind can receive a higher price
due lower correlation in supply, but this is reduced with increased capacity (PI & II). Marine energy can consistently receiver
a higher price due to the difference in resource.

3.2.2. Day Ahead Errors

The day ahead errors are shown for onshore, offshore and wave in Table 7, with
subsequent balancing actions shown for CCGT, OCGT and coal in Table 8. The geographic
diversity of the islands clearly shows the impact of the distance reducing the correlation of
forecasting errors. This also reduces the changes in day ahead generation for dispatchable
fossil generators, both in terms of the MAE and the variance at a national level. The
MAE and standard deviation are even improved for the II and PI scenarios relative to the
baseline case. This effect carries over considering both national aggregate actions (mean)
and considering the absolute values of all balancing actions (absolute mean): i.e., accounting
for transmission constraints. Reduction in forecasting errors is indeed the clearest indicator
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of improvement due to geographic diversity: importantly, because increased cycling of
dispatchable fossil generation increases operation and maintenance costs and periods of
sub-optimal loading, resulting in higher emissions [31].

Table 7. Aggregate (i.e., national) day ahead errors (MW) for onshore wind, offshore wind and wave,
showing that geographic diversity reduces forecasting errors.

Scenario Mean Error MAE MAE Baseline
Difference

Standard
Deviation

S.D. Baseline
Difference

Baseline −107 603 - 865 -

PI −130 656 +8.7% 932 +7.7%

BAU_PI −136 693 +14.9% 1001 +15.7%

II −163 679 +12.6% 955 +10.4%

BAU_II −224 907 +50.4% 1322 +52.8%

Table 8. Day ahead balancing actions (MW) for CCGT, OGCT and coal, showing that geographic and
supply diversity reduces the need for balancing despite increased renewable energy.

Scenario Mean Error MAE MAE Baseline
Difference

Standard
Deviation

S.D. Baseline
Difference

Baseline 664 1591 - 1883 -

PI 677 1502 −5.6% 1795 −4.7%

BAU_PI 694 1616 +1.6% 1937 +2.9%

II 780 1519 −4.5% 1796 −4.6%

BAU_II 744 1666 +4.7% 1998 +6.1%

3.2.3. Negative Prices

Negative pricing indicates a lack of flexibility in a renewable-dominated electricity
system as generators are unable to find buyers. Due to near zero marginal costs, penalties
for curtailment and subsidies, renewable generators (as well as nuclear and biomass for
which generation is contracted seasons ahead) can bid at negative prices during periods of
high supply and low demand [5]. This indicates demand for investment in compensatory
measures (such as electricity storage, balancing services, demand management, etc.);
therefore, occurrences of it can be used as an indicator of renewable saturation in an
electricity market. Day-ahead, generators can bid at negative prices to avoid shut-down
costs, particularly for nuclear power and subsidised renewables (bidding at the negative
strike price plus any short run marginal costs). On the intra-day market, non-subsidised
renewable generators have also been shown to offer negative prices to avoid penalty
costs [5]. This can be considered with respect to the generation dispatched by scenario.

The occurrences of negative prices, defined as periods where electricity demand is
entirely met by intermittent renewables and generation scheduled seasons ahead (nuclear
and biomass), is described in Table 9 and illustrated in Figure 11. In terms of the number
of occurrences and their total length, Scottish island wind capacity (PI scenario) increases
the total duration by 26% but decreases the average duration by 11%. Supply diversity
(II scenario) has a much more marked impact, reducing the total duration by 46% and the
average duration by 18%. This suggests that supply diversity can have a more significant
impact in improving consistency of supply.

Figure 11 shows the inverse relationship between periods of negative pricing and
demand; they are most likely to occur early in the morning or late at night when demand is
lowest. These results do not conclusively demonstrate that the geographic diversity would
have a significant impact during periods of high renewable generation. With the BAU_II
scenario having additional capacity only of wind in one geographic location, periods of high
wind are more likely to result in negative prices, as the electricity generated is dependent
on this single resource. The benefits of the II scenario in this case arise not from geographic
diversity—again, it is possible that the weather patterns which dictate exceptionally high
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winds will affect the whole country—but from the diversity of generation through marine
energy. Whilst it seems that offshore wind could reduce energy prices on average, it is
important to consider the extreme cases of generation, such as would occur during negative
prices, as this is what drives the requirements for expensive stand-by generation, currently
provided by gas.

Table 9. Instances of negative electricity prices, showing that, in all cases, negative hours increase,
with geographic diversity increasing instances but supply diversity reducing them by almost half.

Scenario Count Average Length (Hours) Total (Hours)

Baseline 12 5.1 61

PI 20 5.1 101

BAU_PI 15 5.7 80

II 29 5.3 154

BAU_II 44 6.5 285
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Figure 11. Occurrences of negative price hours throughout the day compared with average UK demand.

4. Discussion

Comparison of four scenarios (PI/BAU_PI with 2.3 GW of either island onshore wind
or offshore wind and II/BAU_II with 7.0 GW of either island wind/marine or offshore
wind) has allowed the impacts of geographic diversity and diversity of supply to be
considered separately. Geographic diversity (PI scenario) reduced variance of renewable
electricity generated across timescales, reducing the standard deviation of hourly renewable
generation and mean hourly change by 4.8% and 10.0%, respectively. Geographic diversity
and diversity of supply (II scenario) had an even more pronounced effect, reducing the
standard deviation by 16.4% and the mean hourly change by 10.8%. This corroborates
other studies which demonstrated reduced supply and price variance through supply
diversity with marine energy [14,63]. With equivalent offshore wind capacity, the standard
deviation of dispatchable fossil generation increases by 5.4%, but for the island scenario
the value increases by 0.1%—which is important, as higher ramp rates lead to less efficient
operation and higher emissions than normal operations [31]. The minimum renewable
generation is greater for both geographic (PI- 160 MW) and supply diversity scenarios (II-
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590 MW), indicating that island capacity could need up to 8% less balancing actions during
the lowest periods of generation. This is, however, offset by the increased capacity factors
of offshore wind relative to marine energy, meaning 1.6 TWh more renewable generation
(7.6% more than the additional II generation) from offshore wind, albeit with increased
variability. Examination of the load duration curves for additional capacity in each scenario
(Figure 9) demonstrates that this is offset by less consistent supply, with longer periods of
higher generation offset by longer periods of lower generation.

Given the lower variable costs, offshore wind had a greater reduction of average
electricity prices, by 0.6% (BAU_PI) and 2.1% (BAU_II) compared to the islands scenarios.
The ability of geographically diverse generators to receive a higher price for electricity
generated was shown to decrease with increased island capacity. Day ahead errors showed
most clearly the impact of diversity of supply, particularly given the complete predictability
of tidal generation, with the II scenario MAE being 2.1% lower than the BAU_PI scenario
despite providing 12.0 TWh more renewable energy (21% of BAU total). These benefits
correlated with a reduction in subsequent fossil fuel balancing actions, even improving
on the baseline scenario. Lastly, instances of negative prices were reduced with supply
diversity but not geographic diversity, indicating that the scale of weather patterns which
drive periods of high generation could exceed the geographic size of the UK.

Overall, the results show that for the modelled year of 2017/18, geographic diversity
from the Scottish islands should have a positive impact on the variance of UK electricity
markets. This supports the 2019 reinstatement of economic support for onshore wind and
the separate island wind CfD category [17]. The impact of diversity of supply through
marine energy would, however, be greater. Although the cost of generation is currently
much higher for marine energy by a factor of at least several times, this analysis shows
there are benefits in terms of generation consistency which should also be considered.
This becomes more important as increased renewable capacity coupled with falling costs
of generation leads to balancing actions becoming an increasingly large proportion of
electricity prices. Policies to support the developing marine energy industry (or indeed
other emerging renewable energy sources) could be instrumental in reducing generation
costs and decreasing reliance on dispatchable generation, which for the immediate future
will be reliant on CO2 emitting technologies. Both wind and solar have both demonstrated
tremendous reductions in costs far exceeding historic predictions, with BEIS predicting in
2016 a lower bound of 93 £/MWh for round 3 offshore wind [30], which just 3 years later,
in 2019, was allocated at 39.65 £/MWh [46].

It is important to qualify that this research represents a distinct snapshot of the UK elec-
tricity network which is currently changing rapidly. Increased dependency on renewable
energy in the future will likely exacerbate current instabilities without further investment
or increased expenditure in balancing actions. It is likely that this would increase the value
of supply stability provided by the Scottish islands, but further analysis is required to
understand the impacts of future supply mixes and locations. As renewable generation
can also vary significantly from year to year, further analysis is needed to determine how
inter-annual variation could affect this. Additionally, given that the Scottish islands are
distant from areas of demand, interconnectors will have a significant price tag. Perhaps the
similar benefits could be realised through storage alongside offshore wind. Optimisation of
renewable and storage expansion could lead to a cheaper solution with comparable benefits
to stability; this should be considered in assessing development pathways. Finally, demand
is likely to alter significantly in the future with transport/heating electrification, storage
and demand side management technologies. The dynamics between this and intermittency
of renewable is much harder to predict and so would require demand side modelling.

5. Conclusions

The Scottish islands have a renewable energy potential which could benefit the entire
UK network, with literature indicating that this could include benefits from both geo-
graphic and supply diversity. To assess this, a baseline model has been developed in the
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energy systems modelling software PLEXOS which characterises the generation, demand
and transmission constraints of the UK electricity network with spatial and stochastic
variability of renewable generation. The model has been validated with actual generation
and price data, indicating that it captures the merit order and patterns at various timescales
caused by fluctuations in demand. Four scenarios of additional capacity were modelled to
isolate impacts of geographic and supply diversity separately: PI (2.3 GW of island wind
compared with equivalent offshore wind) and II (7.0 GW of island wind, tidal and wave
compared with equivalent offshore wind). These demonstrated that at scales of days up to
years, variability of supply, prices and day-ahead generation predictions was reduced by
geographic diversity of supply, but to a greater extent by geographic and supply diversity.
This could help to offset the increased cost of island wind and marine relative to offshore
wind by reducing investment in costly balancing actions. Instances of negative prices
increased for the PI scenarios but reduced significantly for the II scenario, indicating that
supply diversity could have a much more important role in reducing dependency on
dispatchable generation during periods of low renewable generation. Further research is
needed to understand the impacts of interannual variability, additional storage capacity,
changes in demand patterns and changes in overall supply mix which will likely occur in
the future.
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Nomenclature

API Application programming interface
ARIMA Auto-regressive integrated moving average model
BAU Business-as-usual
BEIS Department of Business, Environment and Strategy
CCGT Combined cycle gas turbine
CfD Contract for Difference
DNO Distribution network operator
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EMEC European Marine Energy Research Centre
ENW Electricity Northwest
II Improved interconnections
NPG Northern Powergrid
OCGT Open cycle gas turbine
PI Planned interconnections
SPEN Scottish Power Energy Networks
SSEN Scottish Southern Electricity Networks
UKPN UK Power Network
VO&M Variable operation and maintenance costs (£/MWh)
WOF Offshore wind
WON Onshore wind
WPD Western Power Distribution
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